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DATES FOR THE TERM 

 

w/b 18.10.21 Parent Conferences. 

12.11.21 Children in Need—non uniform 

day! 

w/b 1.11.21 Yr 5 RSE parent meeting. 

w/b 8.11.21 Yr 1 & 2 parent meetings 

re. SATS and phonics. 

w/b 6.12.21 Phase 2 Show 

10.12.21 Flu vaccines  

w/b 13.12.21 Phase 3 and EYFS Shows 

20.12.21 Class parties 

21.12.21 Term finishes at 2pm 

Dates may change—check for updates! 

In our ‘Meet the Teachers’ sessions over the past two weeks, we have welcomed over 220 parents into the building to 

find out more about the year ahead. We have really enjoyed getting the chance to talk to you all and hope you found 

the sessions useful. Next week we start our annual Harvest collection for the local food back and you will get a sepa-

rate letter about this. Thank you, in advance, for your generosity!                                   - Jennie and Emma 

VALUES AWARDS 

Pink : Saim - Excellent—for sharing his great idea. 

Hamza U - Teamwork—for helping his talk partner.  

Green: Mikail- Teamwork– for always being kind to his friends and including them 
during play. 

Tahmid - Teamwork - for working with his talk partner during carpet sessions and 
sharing ideas. 

Blue: Musa A - Teamwork - for working so well with his partner on our trip.  

Jilani – Teamwork -  for working well with a partner when finding places on his map.  

Orange:  Ayana - Teamwork - for being a great learning partner by listening carefully 
to her partner's ideas, clearly explaining her learning and taking turns. 

Hamza - Teamwork - for always following instructions and lending a helping hand in 
the classroom. 

Purple: Aadam K - Teamwork - for always helping the adults in the classroom. 

Maryam R - Teamwork - for making sure everyone had a turn when carrying out a 
rock investigation in Science.  

Lilac:  Yusuf—Teamwork- for always thinking about others and being helpful. 

Zayan—Teamwork - for working well with others and taking turns. 

Scarlet:  Zineb—Excellence – for doing extra times tables practice at home every day 
and bringing in the sheets for Tika to check. 

 Maryam B—Responsibility– for creating an amazing times table advent calendar for 
the classroom, and she always helps organise her table neatly. 

Crimson: Yunus - Equality—for helping ALL members of the class. 

Zaynab - Responsibility—putting her hand up in maths lessons,  practising at home 
and persevering.  

Emerald: Ibraaheem—Responsibility—for challenging himself and never giving up. 

Nazifa—Excellence—for consistently stunning maths work. 

Jade: Saeed—Responsibility—for ensuring he is focused in lessons. 

Monzur—Responsibility—for improving his listening in swimming lessons. 

Turquoise: Ishrat - Excellence - for always completing work to the highest standard.  

Taslima- Responsibility - for trying hard to develop her teamwork skills.  

Sapphire: Yuhannis—Excellence—for researching about electricity at home and 
writing a great explanation. 

Ehsan - Excellence - for researching about WW2 in other parts of the world at home 
and writing about what he learned. 

ATTENDANCE—WEEKLY WINNERS 

EYFS - Rainbow 2 (88%) 

Phase 2  - Lilac (96%)                                   Phase 3 - Turquoise 

Please do all you can to help keep the 

school safe, and running effectively, by 

following all the COVID guidance. If anyone 

has symptoms of COVID19, they should 

take a PCR test and self isolate until they 

get the result. Thank you! 

HOUSE POINTS 

Everest 

495 

Kilimanjaro 

490 

Snowdon 

510 

Ben Nevis 

502 


